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England’s Northwest,
Birthplace of the
Industrial Evolution
For the Northwest Development Agency (NWDA) the case for sustainability is

a rural workspace strategy; and programmes to promote and protect our

more than simply compulsive, it is compulsory. As we discharge our duties in

region’s forests, canals and coastlines. We have plans to develop Regional Parks

economic development, regeneration, tourism and regional marketing we have

close to urban areas and to develop a strategy for sustainable tourism in our

sustainable development as one of our five guiding principles. It is written into

rural areas.

our contract.

Add the above innovations to our existing work in regenerating and renewing

What have we done to make good on our sustainability commitments? The

the deprived, derelict and disadvantaged areas of our region and I hope it is very

Regional Strategy, which we developed with a wide range of private and public

clear that we take sustainable development very seriously in England’s

sector partners, was reviewed extensively for its contribution to sustainability

Northwest.

and a better quality of life. A major review of this strategy is underway which will
similarly have sustainable development as a central theme.

Our goal is Industrial Evolution. As the cradle of the Industrial Revolution our
region has faced many challenges during the last two centuries. Our response

We are a major supporter of Sustainability Northwest (SNW), the business-led

to these challenges today is to forge partnerships with the goal of achieving

think tank for regional sustainability that has become a model for other English

sustainable development.

regions. With SNW we support Renewables Northwest, a new business venture
with United Utilities designed to bring about a step change in our region’s
renewable energy industry. The NWDA has also established Envirolink
Northwest, to promote, support and strengthen our 700 companies working in
environmental technologies and services.

Many of these partnerships were established in that flush of enthusiasm that
flowed from the first Earth Summit in Rio, in 1992. Ten years later, and with
65,000 world leaders, campaigners, lobbyists and influencers set to descend on
Johannesburg for a second summit, we felt it was time to tell the story of
sustainability in England’s Northwest. To tell of the challenges and responses

To restore the environmental deficit across the region, the Agency is backing

that punctuate our evolution as we work to become a leading region for

a wide range of land reclamation programmes for our local authorities;

sustainable development.

BRYAN GRAY IS CHAIR OF THE NORTHWEST DEVELOPMENT AGENCY. HE IS ALSO DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF BAXI GROUP LTD,
ONE OF EUROPE’S LEADING HEATING COMPANIES, CHAIRMAN OF THE CENTRAL HEATING INFORMATION COUNCIL AND A
FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY IN THE NORTHWEST.
INDUSTRIAL EVOLUTION: FOREWORD

PUBLISHED BY SUSTAINABILITY NORTHWEST AND THE NORTHWEST DEVELOPMENT AGENCY TO COINCIDE
WITH THE WORLD SUMMIT ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT TAKING PLACE IN JOHANNESBURG IN
AUGUST 2002, INDUSTRIAL EVOLUTION IS A REPORT ON THE CHALLENGES, PARTNERSHIPS AND
RESPONSES THAT ARE HELPING TO SHAPE A MORE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR ENGLAND’S NORTHWEST.
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sustainable development is an irrestible idea,
africa to southport, from global to local.
that values its people and the power they
past is etched across our landscapes;

PUTTING PEOPLE IN THE PICTURE WITH HEALTHY COMMUNITIES,
SOCIAL INCLUSION AND URBAN RENAISSANCE

FROM NATURAL CAPITALISM TO SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY:
MEET THE NEW, IMPROVED AND FRIENDLY FACE OF BUSINESS.

MAKING SUSTAINABILITY A REALITY FOR THE REGION

stretching from rio to rochdale, from south
england’ s northwest is evolving into a region
have to change their future. our industrial
it courses through our communities.

WORDS BY STEVE CONNOR

graphics: “Toad Lane, Rochdale, 1844.” Open wjh shm of wd cobbles. Pan up to 19th Century rorefront.
Through mired windows, bearded men in formal dress are in heated debate. voiceover: “The indurrial revlution
has swept across the rlling hjls of Lancashire, an invading army of new technlogies and expanding markds.”
Fade to bcching chimneys. Steam train crosses viaduct. voiceover: “The smoke staas and ream engines tcl only
half the rory.” Fade to dimly lj fabory space. The workers are chkdren, their faces smudged wjh grease and grime.
voiceover: “In the newly conrrubed mjl bujdings, boys and girls as young as eight or nine worked up to
12 hours a day to make England’s Northwer a global powerhouse for indurries such as cmton.”
Cut again to rorefront. The men’s debate continues. voiceover: “Their plight does nm go unnmiced.” Cut to
interior shm. voiceover: “In Rochdale, a group of pioneers are discussing the inadequate fabory law of 1819,
the union movement cllapse of 1834, and the examoe sd by Robert Owen, the firr of the Co-operators...”

from rochdale to rio...
Sadly, in spite of some heavy networking in sun-

But courtesy of the Rochdale Pioneers we

Mervyn Pedelty is the present day Chief Executive

“Robert Owen was never a co-operator, he was a

“At a global level, sustainable development is

For Steve Machin, his colleagues, and the

drenched Cannes, ‘Co-op, the Movie’ has yet to

developed the first, embryonic form of corporate

of the Co-operative Bank, and the Chair of

capitalist, pure and simple,” says Lord Thomas,

becoming a major driving force, albeit one that is

Assembly’s partners, the practical application of

be picked up by Spielberg, Tarentino or Ritchie.

social responsibility. It would take another 150 years

Sustainability Northwest, Europe’s first regional

controversially. ”Read his balance sheets and you’ll

giving developed and developing nations alike

sustainability will include facing up to challenges

The story of the Rochdale Pioneers, who founded

before world leaders, meeting in Rio at the first

sustainable development organisation. “It is

see. He did it because he saw it as being best for

some significant challenges and tough new routes

that include transport improvements, assisting

the first Co-operative Society and who established

Earth Summit, would formally use the term

possible to trace a line from Rochdale to Rio,” says

his business. He wanted skilled and committed

to negotiate.” Says Machin. “What the Johannesburg

deprived communities and renewable energy.

a model that would be copied all over the world will

‘sustainable development’ to describe development

Pedelty. “Although industrialisation brought many

operators. In New Lanark [Southern Scotland] he

Summit will make very clear is that concerted,

But Steve Machin’s words undoubtedly prove a

not, as yet, hit the silver screen.

that integrates social, environmental and economic

social benefits to our region, mistakes were made.

replanted the whole area with new trees. Developed

united action at a global level to address our shared

point made by Nitin Desai, the Secretary general

progress but in 19th Century England we saw its

We could have done more to hold our communities

the waterways for power but also so that everyone

problems will lead to every region, every town or

of the Earth Summit. Desai claims that sustainable

first stirrings. Local was considered to be a vital

together and invested in a better quality of life.

could benefit from it. Birds and habitats were

city and every company having to wake up and

development “has entered the basic framework of

scale. Education and public health were of the

We took too much from the environment and

attracted to the area. Again it was for the purpose

realise that business as usual is not an option.

our thinking.” According to Desai, the challenge

utmost importance. Co-operative movement

put little back. After centuries of reform and

of creating a quiet and relaxed atmosphere in which

guru and, for a time, Manchester-based reformer

the development of some strong, innovative

people would want to work. There was nothing soft

Robert Owen championed what would one day

partnerships, we are starting to see the first shoots

in this, it was hard, business thinking.”

be termed Corporate Social Responsibility and

of a sustainable society. Today we have social

environmental concern.

businesses that are flourishing, we are putting

But the story is known far and wide. In the
nineteenth century, visitors came from France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and even Japan to find out
how co-operation worked. Sister societies were
established in America. The Co-operative Society
flourished and became a major brand that would
find its way onto wine bottles in France, electricity
providers in the States and even a fleet of taxis
in Mexico.
England’s Northwest can lay claim to many exports.
It was here that the first passenger railway ran and
that the first test tube baby was born; it was here
that we first split the atom and programmed a
computer. Our industrial revolution also brought
with it some less than enviable firsts, such as
sweatshop labour and industrial pollution.

The stakeholder approach, assessing the needs
and aspirations of staff, their families, shareholders,
suppliers, customers and future generations was
first set down by Robert Owen as the right way to

some major investments into renewable energy
and our Regional Assembly and Regional
Development Agency are making sustainable
development a central aim in regional affairs.”

the preserve of any one policy unit or department.

for the Summit in Johannesburg, he is calling for a
“very deep change at every level.”

At the regional level - our level - sustainable

Deep changes do need to be made. Thinking needs

20th Century, saw England’s Northwest launch a

development has become a guiding principle for

to be done but, vitally, action needs to be taken.

business-led sustainable development think-tank,

all of the public, private and voluntary sectors that

Key themes for Johannesburg include water,

Sustainability Northwest, a number of sustainable

are coming together to make the most of the

climate change, sustainability in business and

development strategies and programmes in the

increasingly devolved nature of development

environmental justice - all of which will strike

mid-90s, and a sustainability framework that today

and governance in the UK.”

a chord here in England’s Northwest.

Pedelty’s predecessor at the Co-operative Bank

is overseen by the Northwest Regional Assembly.

Co-operative Bank wins international awards for its

and a declared devotee of Robert Owen was Lord

Steve Machin, the Assembly’s Chief Executive,

state-of-the-art and often emulated, stakeholder

Thomas of Macclesfield. As the ubiquitous and

powerfully underlines the importance of

Partnership Reports.

energised ‘Terry’ Thomas, he was the first chair

sustainability for the region, and sees the

of the Northwest Partnership, the cross-sectoral

successor to Rio - Johannesburg 2002 - as being

partnership that would one day become the

a unique opportunity.

the Northwest Business Leadership Team, the

being seen as a goal across government, it is not

now is “to give it practical expression.” In preparing

That hard business thinking, reinvented for the late

run a business. Today, in the early 21st Century, the

Northwest Regional Assembly. He also chaired

“At a national level sustainability is increasingly

And another theme being addressed in
Johannesburg is child poverty and the fact that
1.2 billion people are living on less than one US
dollar a day. This kind of injustice was a driving force
behind our Rochdale Pioneers, who stood shocked
at the spectacle of young children working for
12 hours in a dirty, unhealthy factory.

Northwest Development Agency, the National

They decided to do something about it and, in 2002,

Centre for Business and Sustainability and

so can we.

established Sustainability Northwest.

our ancestors plundered the planet to BUiLD
using the lessons of our history TO build a
that brings a better quality of life to our
A sustainable, world class region into
4

factories and roads and railways, NOW WE ARE
new kind of future for ourselves: a future
seven million citizens and that delivers
THE hands of our children...
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Industrial Evolution has been made
possible through the support of:
The Northwest Development Agency
Government Office for the Northwest
The Environment Agency
Unilever
The Mersey Basin Campaign
English Nature
English Heritage
Milliken Carpet
Manchester Airport
The Co-operative Bank
BNFL plc
Greater Manchester Waste Ltd.

Steve Connor (1) is a freelance writer
specialising in sustainable development and is
the former communications director of
Sustainability Northwest.

Design
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Penny Street (2) works on social responsibility
and environmental management as project
manager at the National Centre for Business
and Sustainability.
Derek Norman (3) is Chair of the Northwest
Regional Environment Protection Advisory
Committee and Chair of the Northwest Climate
Group, he was formerly responsible for
environment and safety worldwide for
Pilkington plc.
Erik Bichard (4) is Chief Executive of
Sustainability Northwest and the National Centre
for Business and Sustainability.
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Trevor Bates, MBE, is a former Assistant
Northern Editor of The Daily Telegraph who
is now a specialist freelance writer on
regional affairs.
Ian Herbert (6) is The Independent’s North of
England Correspondent.

Michael Taylor (7) is the Editor of North West
Business Insider, the region’s leading monthly
business magazine.
David Ward (8) is a Manchester-based journalist
with The Guardian.
Chris Shearlock is Renewable Energy
Development Manager for Envirolink Northwest
and former Research and Policy Manager for
Sustainability Northwest.
Jan Chlebik’s (9) recent photography has
included the imagery for the national Culture
Northwest advertising campaign. Jan shot
rush hour on the M60 for the IE cover:
Carbon Counting.
Tracey Gibbs (10 photo: Claire Wood) is a
photographer specialising in still life and
advertising. Tracy shot Sarah Barlow for the
IE cover: New White Shirts.
Len Grant’s (11) recent photographical work
includes books on The Bridgewater Hall,
Manchester and The Lowry, Salford Quays.
Len shot on location at The Quays for the
IE cover: Region Reborn.
Cheryl Twomey (12 photo: Jonathan Oakes) is a
documentary photographer and Co-ordinator of
the Northern Association of Photographers.
Cheryl shot boys taking part in the Merseyside
Dance Initiative for the IE cover: Social Life.

